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Introduction

The intention of the following proposal is to get over the fear of uncertainty, 

which comes with a project of such a dimension – making a metropolis from 

scratch.

Can the phenomena that cause this fear be analysed and turned into an 

opportunity, into something beautiful?

In the discussions about the plan to remove the capital of South Korea from 

Seoul to Chungcheongnam we located three fears: the fear that the chosen 

site is threatened by a 100 year flood and in future might share the fate of 

New Orleans, the fear that the new city might grow beyond control and 

swallow all what is left from nature, and the fear that a new capital of a 

successful industrial nation might attract people from all over the world and be 

soon as compromised and overcrowded as Seoul.

The causes of those three fears – the flow of water, the urban sprawling and 

the flow of people - have one point in common: they are characterised by an 

essential fluidity.

Their uncontrollability causes the fear, but their fluidity contains the sublime.

For, the power of a natural disaster, the power of a metropolis and the power 

of people are not destructive by definition. If dealt with it in a constructive 

manner, they can provide the energy to generate the city of the 21st century.
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The Site
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1.) The Flow of People

Is Seoul an attractive city? Obviously it is. Otherwise one could not explain, 

why nearly half the population of South Korea lives in the Seoul Metropolitan

Area. Here is the financial, economic and political hub of the republic, here the 

decisions are made.

With the plan of creating a new capital city from scratch the South Korean 

government tries to overcome chaotic, overcrowded and compromised

conditions that currently prevail in the present capital of Seoul. But to turn 

some rice paddies into a place that could rival the culturally rich and fancy city 

of Seoul in terms of convenience and lifestyle needs a fair amount of 

optimism.

If seen from a global perspective - considering the fascination that South 

Korea has for many people around the globe - this optimism seems to be well 

founded.

A truly global city needs tolerant and open-minded politics. Taken this, our 

proposal will be the city of the future: the Multinational Asian City.

Just to avoid traffic congestion and environmental pollution – as important 

those aspects are – will not be enough to make the atmosphere of a city 

intense. The new city will need a positive spirit to be successful  and make the 

Korean people proud of their capital. This spirit should make the city 

distinctive from any other place within the world. Only then it could fully 

contribute to the cultural variety and wealth of the country as a whole.

Rather than competing with Seoul in a destructive way, the new city would 

compete in positive terms. The existing cities in turn would be pushed to think 

beyond their limits, to discover new opportunities in their future development 

and to fully make use of the potential of the people and the country.

But where is this particular spirit coming from? From the location? From the 

program? From history?
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The most direct approach would be to take the spirit from the people 

themselves who will inhabit the future city. Lets take the East-Asian city as it 

already exists: a city with no ideological constraints, no limits in terms of 

density, consumption, functional layering  and accessibility. Now lets make a 

small differentiation: rather than inhabited by a homogenized population (such

as Seoul is inhabited by mostly Korean people, Tokyo by Japanese, Shanghai 

by Chinese), the future Asian city will be multiracial. Such a city will multiply 

the potential that the present Asian city already provides. Such a city will be 

the model for the city of the 21st century.

Lets imagine a city, which is freed from constraints, separation and 

protectionism. The “City in Flow”, the new capital of South Korea, will be an 

Asian city and at the same time truly global. It will communicate a Korean 

spirit and as such be attractive for people from all around the world.
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2.) Flooding

The Chungcheon area is chosen to be the site for the new capital of South 

Korea. The topography is characterized by a plain area, which is surrounded 

by hills. The Geum River separates the plain into a northern part – the

Jangnam Plain – and a southern part – the Daepyeong Field.

The slope analysis reveals that 55,3% of the area is nearly flat (the slope is 

less than 5%), 32,5% very steep (the slope is more than 20%). Together,

these two extremes take nearly 90% of the total area.

In other words, there is nearly no intermediate zone between an area, which is 

flat, and an area, which is characterized by the peaks of the hills.

In the image on the following page, the area of the chosen site for the new 

capital, which needs protection against any possible 100 year flood, is 

highlighted in grey.
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Jangnam Plain

Daepyeong Field

The Area in Danger of Being Flooded

Both, the Jangnam Plain and the Daepyeong Field, are threatened by two 

sides: high water from the Geum River and water, which comes down from the 

surrounding hills in case of exceptionally strong rain.

The aim to take the following measures is to make a currently threatened area 

suitable for urban construction.
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Flood Protection

The Area to Take Surplus Waters

1.) The natural shape of the riverbed and the width of the river are maintained 

in order not to worsen the current situation.

2.) A ring-shaped clearly defined buffer zone around the critical area and at 

the edge of the hills is artificially lowered. Purpose of this construction is to 

take surplus waters during the rainy season. A floodgate will guarantee a 

controlled flooding after extraordinary strong rains. In normal times this buffer 

zone remains green space.

3.) The surplus ground is used to rise the area within the ring.
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Underground infrastructure such as district heating, sewage, communication, 

subway and underground shopping malls could be built above ground and 

afterwards be covered with the earth from the lowered buffer zone. The 

underground infrastructure might serve as foundation for the urban buildings.

The following schematic section drawing explains the measures to be taken to 

protect the area:

Section

With this measures a natural and ecological green belt within the city is 

created. This green belt intensifies the contrast between the urban density of 

the city and the natural appearance of the hills.
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Seasonal Appearance

The Green Buffer Zone during Normal Seasons

The above image shows the green belt, which functions as a buffer zone and 

separates the city from the surrounding hills, during times with normal 

precipitation. The buffer zone is a public park, open for everybody. 

Furthermore, it can be used for cultural, recreational and sportive events.

Because the level of the park is below the level of the city and the streets, the 

green space is protected from the noise of the traffic and provides an ideal 

space for relaxation.

The Green Buffer Zone after Rainy Seasons

During a rainy season with exceptionally strong precipitation the park becomes 

a giant lake, turning the city into an archipelago of smaller districts.

Rather than threatening the city, the 100 year flood could become an event.
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3.) Urban Flow

The area is characterised by a major area, which is relatively flat, and the 

mountain peaks. In the graphic below, the area with a slope less than 5% is 

covered with a grid.

The Area Suitable for Construction

In Korean history, the mountain peaks are places of cultural value. Here are 

the graveyards of the families, here are the historical sites.

Whereas the flat area is most suitable for the urban extension, the mountain 

peaks should be excluded from construction work.

With the development of the metropolis, they become islands in an urban sea.
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Rather than dividing the site into distinct functional zones - the so-called

zoning - ‚urbanism' is allocated to the site as a whole. There are no borders, or 

at least they are not defined.

The cities behaviour equals the behaviour of liquids. Within the limits of nature 

made up by the river, green belt and mountain peaks, the urban substance is 

filling the site.

There is no urban sprawling, because everything is the city.

Urban Connection

The Public Transportation System
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The archipelago of urban islands is connected by a subway system. Any point 

of the region is within easy reach of a station. In this way the city is spreading 

it's intensity over the entire area.

There is no hierarchy between the different spots. Any spot can grow or 

shrink, can become popular or unpopular. A new subway line, a new financial 

enterprise, a new cultural institution - each urban development can create a 

shift within the system.

Public Transportation

The new administrative capital will be within 800 kilometers of major Asian 

cities such as Osaka or Shanghai. Furthermore, it will be within 200 kilometers 

of all major South Korean harbors and international airports.

The connecting expressways and railroads are either built or under 

construction. The global and national accessibility to the new city is therefore 

guaranteed.

What is still missing is the local transportation network:

Subway Map
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In a metropolis, a convenient public transportation system is important for the 

quality of life. Moreover, an efficient network should not just serve the new 

city but the region as a whole. More than 3 million people are living within 30 

kilometres from the site. Therefore one should not make any difference 

between the region and the new city. The whole region will be the new city.

The transportation network can be built up in steps. But from the beginning on 

the future development should be considered.

Each line connects points of interest, which are already there. In this way the 

activity will be equally distributed over the entire site and not concentrated on 

one central location. The new city will develop from a multitude of  centres, 

which all will generate a different ambience and urban activity. 

‘Oldtown’ Gongju or Daedok Science Town will just be districts of the new city 

just as the new administrative, commercial or financial districts.
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Urban Development

The Urban Expressways

As the city further grows, there will be a need for efficient infrastructure. To 

establish huge-scale  infrastructure within a city usually causes problems, 

because all space is already consumed. In our proposal the flood preventing 

buffer zones can be utilized for additional infrastructure. Circular expressways 

crossing the river but integrated to the green belt will guarantee a smooth 

traffic flow without jams.

During the flooding these expressways can’t be used. Then the traffic flow will 

be redistributed through the entire city by means of the subway system and 

the regular streets. This situation will give the opportunity to establish a 

seasonal festival on the water-ring.
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The Urban Population

The Urban Program

The new capital of South Korea must be a basis for global activities where 

politics, economy and culture come together. Some people will decide to 

permanently settle down in the new city, others - such as traders, tourists, 

businesspeople, educators, students, entertainers etc. - will just spend a 

limited amount of time there.

People contribute to the cultural diversity of the city, building up the spirit of a 

capital.
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4.) The Maintenance of the City

Now that decentralisation of unique urban institutions such as ministries, 

airports, stock exchanges and refuse disposal becomes technically possible, 

they do not any longer form part of the competitive edge between urban 

districts. The city with a multitude of centres is not just more attractive for the 

inhabitants, but technically easier to maintain as well. The shift within urban 

technology is demonstrated with the following examples.

1.) Decentralised Administration

In times where the public manifestation of a financial institution is a little box 

that is not territorially constrained, the pressure on the territory is smaller 

than ever. The cash machine makes the location of a financial institution 

within a city less relevant. Equally does the public appearance of a 

government department not longer depend on its architectonic or urban 

representation. Modern electronic network technology opens up new 

possibilities in the form of interrelation between government and citizen.

In a global city, the support of electronic network technology can help to 

overcome the difficulties in multi-lingual communication.

2.) Decentralised Energy Supply

In order to improve the energy situation, the most important task is to stop 

the waste of energy. Research has shown, that it is possible to decrease the 

energy consumption down to 25% by rising the energy efficiency of buildings, 

traffic and energy supply systems without losses in the standard of living.

This energy demand can be met by an optimised mix of high efficient fossil 

cogeneration power plants and regenerative energy sources such as solar 

thermal collector, photovoltaic, wind power and wood combustion.

With equally distributed cogeneration plants and the additional heat from the 

advanced refuse utilisation systems, air pollution and smog are reduced.

3.) Decentralised Refuse Utilisation

The standard of living is enhanced by an advanced garbage collection and 

refuse utilisation system. Modern refuse utilisation plants work within a closed 
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circulation system. There is no emission of noise or smell. Therefore the plants 

can be distributed decentralised all over the city. Garbage will get it’s own 

sewage system, which connects each household with the local refuse 

utilisation plant.

There is no need for the transportation to a waste disposal site. The garbage 

will be recycled to 98%.

mechanical processing

metal processing

biological percolation

electricity

heat

fermentation of
bio gas

mechanical separation

biological drying

water

Ater refuse utilisation, the following elements are seperated:

clean water:    39%
fuel:    34%

mineral elements:    12%
biological gas:      7%

fertilizer:      5%
metal:      1%

remaining elements:      2%

bio gas power plant

The Refuse Utilisation System
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5.) Epilogue

On the one hand, the South Korean economy is stimulated by the fact that the 

country is located in the centre of North-East Asia, a fast developing area. On 

the other hand, the economic development is hampered by the ongoing 

tension with North Korea. In this particular situation, South Korea is highly 

exposed to shifts in global economics and politics.

In times where China rises with unlimited speed - challenging the US’s claim 

of unshared global power - South Korea has to manifest its political position in 

the world.

In the following, three speculative future scenarios are discussed:

scenario 1 – the political dead end of nationalism

Pyongyang
Peking

In a secret agreement with representatives of the Chinese government an 

intensified economic collaboration between the two countries is set up as main 

target. The South Korean government promises to take political steps for a 

regulation of the national market. In return China ensures a smooth progress 

with the bilateral negotiations with North Korea. While the business relations 

between China and South Korea increase, the political relations with the 

United States and Japan freeze. Meanwhile the Chinese government stops the 
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political and economic backing of North Korea. Within just a couple of years, 

the political system of North Korea collapses. This future development already 

in mind, the South Korean government abandons the plans to move the 

capital to Chungcheongnam. Now, time has come for a far more daring vision:

during a gorgeous celebration, with the representatives of China and Russia 

being present, Pyongyang is announced as the new capital of the reunified 

country. For the first time in history Korea is feeling superior to the love-hated

neighbour Japan.

scenario 2 – the economic dead end of capitalism

New Mac
Washington D.C.

With the above outlined development as a worst case scenario in mind, the 

Bush administration strives to push South Korea into the opposite direction.

Grasping the ideas of a relocation of the administrative capital, the U.S. 

government promises to actively support these plans. In several meetings 

between those responsible for politics and economics, a time schedule is set 

up for the development of a new business park in close vicinity of the 

administrative centre. The U.S. governmental policies make it extremely 

attractive for American companies to invest in South Korea. Additionally, the 

Koreans are providing supporting facilities such as English language schools 

and western hospitals. Soon the first companies move in. Together with 

Microsoft Corp., Sun Microsystems Inc. and Oracle Corp. a U.S military base is 

established said to protect the site against terrorist attacks. The money, which 

originally was intended to build up an independent defence, is now invested in 
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the construction of the new city. “New Mac”, the glorious capital of South 

Korea, is born.

scenario 3 – the cultural vision of globalisation:

City in Flow

The South Korean government frees itself of being a toy of the superpowers 

China and the U.S.A. But at the same time it does not want to enclose itself by 

a desperate move of national isolation. Those responsible prefer to take the 

opposite direction: within a globalised world a country should not be open just 

for Chinese or U.S. Americans, but for people from all over the world. The 

South Korean immigration policies are consequently liberalized. People taking 

advantage of this opportunity move in from all sides, bringing a multiple mix 

of diverse cultures to the new capital. Within less than half a century, the 

city’s population is surpassing 50 million inhabitants. Nevertheless, the city 

flourishes and provides a vibrant environment for a wide range of customs. In 

2050, the United Nations decide with only one vote against to move its 

headquarters from New York to the new bustling multinational City in Flow…
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